Task Force 2: Minor Repairs

Recommendations that the Faculty of Arts and Science be divided in half, that a Dean of Inter-Faculty Affairs and a Deputy President be appointed and that Board of Governors meetings continue to be closed to the public are all included in the Report of the President's Task Force on Academic Governance released Monday.

The second of two major studies of the University commissioned by President Farquhar more than a year ago, the report deals extensively with the Universities Act, the structure of the BOG, Senate, the President's office and the Faculties.

The Governance Commission was chaired by Graduate Studies Dean S.A. Jennings.

The report to Dr. Farquhar has fewer recommendations than are contained in its sister document released shortly before Christmas the MacLaurin Report on Academic Development.

Far more space is spent discussing technicalities and the reasons for recommendations in the just-released study. There are proposals, though, which parallel ones found in the MacLaurin Report.

The first formal suggestion in the Jennings Report is that the French, Germanic, Hispanic and Italian Studies Departments be "reconstituted" to form a single department of Modern Languages.

Unlike the MacLaurin Report which suggested that the University give consideration to re-combining the departments (they separated in 1968) the Commission on Academic Governance says that the measure should be proceeded with.

AMALGAMATION RECOMMENDED

While the MacLaurin group gave no specific reasons in its report for amalgamation, the Governance Commission says, "With the removal of the compulsory language requirement for some degrees, a number of these departments have become so small as to become, in the opinion of the Commission, not viable as separate entities."

Responding to the remark, Faculty Association President and French prof Dr. John Greene said Tuesday, "Just because it's been suggested twice doesn't make it any better a recommendation that it was the first time."

Dr. Jennings said the fact that both Commissions have come to the same conclusion in this regard was "purely coincidental". He denied that there had been any consultation at any time between the two sets of researchers while conducting their Task Force work.

There is a second part to the Jennings Commission recommendation on Modern Languages. This is "that within the Department of Modern Languages, administrative arrangements be made to permit reasonable academic autonomy for each of the four divisions named above."

When the old Dept. of Modern Languages broke up with the unanimous approval of its members, each linguistic division within it had a division head.

BIG LITTLE CHANGES

If the Jennings Commission Report is accepted it appears that the Jennings - recommending a Deputy President

University will soon be welcoming a number of new senior administrators.

The researchers commented on the need they see to provide a "right-hand-man" for the president, to take some of the responsibilities off his shoulders. The term right-hand-man is in the Commission's.

They suggest that a deputy president "a senior academic in whom the president has confidence, should be available to him for assistance with special assignments as they may arise, to whom at his discretion he may delegate responsibility and above all, to whom he may talk completely freely."

The Commission added that they did not "visualize the Deputy President as having "line responsibility", in that officers of the University would report regularly through him to the president.

They said he may also be a Dean but that this is not a necessary requirement for the job. The recommended term of office is one year, with renewal options. How the duties of the Deputy President would differ from that of the present Executive Assistant to the President is not spelled out in the report.

James Currie, also Board of
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Rick Rollins and Doug Archibald watch as Rod MacDonald makes a tackle. More sports on pages 7 and 10.
All insertions in the Coming Scene must be received in the Martlet Office by noon Monday. Any copy received after this deadline will not be accepted. All insertions must be LEGIBLE at the very least and preferably, be typed.

**thurs** JANUARY 25

Mr. Archbold, Director of Post Secondary Education will be speaking at the Mature Students Club meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Commons 206.

**Sat** JANUARY 27

THE WHOLE MAN - A two day public discussion in the SUB, today and tomorrow; 1-5 p.m. Admission is free.

Chinese New Year's Ball in the Commons Block tonight 7:30-1:00 with "The Encores". Tickets on sale at the Craigdarroch College Office.

Cinecenta presents another double feature in Mac. 144. "The Gladiators," Peter Watkins' Grand Prize winner at the 1970 International Science Fiction Film Festival, subtitled, starting at 7:00 and 10:00 p.m. Also, beginning at 8:30 and 11:30 p.m., "George Lucas" (a student director) brings starring Donald Pleasance and Robert Duvall. Admission is $1 students and guests.

**mon** JANUARY 29

The Baba's Faith holds its weekly informal discussion at 2:30 p.m. in the SUB Boardroom. The Pre-Library School Club will meet today at 4:30 p.m. in the Library Lounge.

TUES JANUARY 30

Golf Club Meeting in Craigdarroch 203, 204 at 12:30 p.m. Electing Interim President and a Team Captain plus announcements on next tournaments. Also could all those interested in playing for the varsity team this year please make a point to be at the meeting or contact Gerdie Rams (386-9105) or Ken Morgan (477-3174). Today at 12:30 - 1:15 p.m. in Mac. 144 Art Education presents the first in a series of several films dealing with visual arts. Features: The World of Matisse and The Ride. Everyone is welcomed.

**wed** JANUARY 31

The Division of American and Commonwealth Studies of the UVic English Dept. presents Humphrey Bogart in The Big Sleep, scripted by William Faulkner. Elliot 164, 4:30 p.m. Admission 50 cents.

**of Special Interest**

A study tour of the People's Republic of China for Canadian university students has been scheduled by McGill University (Centre for East Asian Studies) and L'Universite de Montreal in the early summer of 1973. For more information please contact Dr. C.Y. Lau or Harry Hsiao of the UVic Dept. of Slavonic and Oriental Studies.

**Classified**

**Classified rates**

Students - $1 for 3 lines. $35 each additional line.

Commercial - $2 3 lines; $.65 each additional line.


* The Grape is for sale in the Market office. 25 cents a copy.

* CLASSIFIED: Wanted dwarf with gumboots fetish for rip-roaring watercloset orgy. Phone Hungry Mac at the Victoria Bus Depot.

* Would the S.O.B. who stole my umbrella from the Library please return it. If I find who it is I'll beat it over his head. Thank You.

**THE RECORD GALLERY**

**METRO TOYOTA**

Complete Sales & Service
Student Finance Plan
Phone 386-3516

**CINECENTA II**

* a Wednesday night film series.
* series admission only to three films.
* students & faculty $2.50 general $3.50 tickets at SUB and at the films.
* all shows in Mac. 144.

JAN. 31 GLEN & RANDA at 7:30
MARAT-SADE at 9:00
FEB. 28 THE BRIDE WORE BLACK at 7:30
MAR. 28 THE PASSION OF ANNA at 7:30

**CLASSIFIED RATES**

Students - $1 for 3 lines. $35 each additional line.

Commercial - $2 3 lines; $.65 each additional line.


* The Grape is for sale in the Market office. 25 cents a copy.

* CLASSIFIED: Wanted dwarf with gumboots fetish for rip-roaring watercloset orgy. Phone Hungry Mac at the Victoria Bus Depot.

* Would the S.O.B. who stole my umbrella from the Library please return it. If I find who it is I'll beat it over his head. Thank You.
The Candidates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRESIDENT</td>
<td>Sid Gildeemer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice President</td>
<td>Robert Leyland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communications Director</td>
<td>Lois Flavelle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Club Director</td>
<td>Bruce Torrie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treasurer</td>
<td>David Cole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The striking School Board employees are still pacing back and forth in front of local schools waiting for news that the two week strike may end. The District Superintendent of Schools, A.J. Longmore, told the Board's position that there was very little latitude for negotiation. He did, however, express hope that the two sides could move forward to the Dean of Arts and Science.

Want to find out about the MacLaurin Commission? Copies of the Report of the President's Task Force on Academic Development are available in the UVic Bookstore for three bucks. Ask the price too. It's not the Bookstore's fault, says Manager Trudy Martin. She explained that the selling price for the Report was set by the Administration, but did say that it was priced rather high for a book of little more than a hundred pages.

One reason may be that only 400 copies of the MacLaurin Commission Report were published. This figure was confirmed on Monday by E.R. Smith, Supervisor of the Campus Police. Administration Deas Trevor Matthews said that it was not his decision how much the book would cost in the Bookstore. He said he was merely in the position to see that it was charged. He said he repeated that the price should have been lower but that the figure the Committee gave him was $3.00.

This was for paper and printing, Matthews said, and did not represent any attempt to recover money spent on conducting the Task Force study.

MacLaurin Report For Sale - $3.00
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better reasoned.

But if anything the approach it takes to the future direction of the University, the Jennings document.

and, either. There is however more food for thought in the findings of the Commission on Academic Governance than in the MacLaurin report. And the report says. Did you write that sentence Allan? The objective, is to consultative process" which ran through the report are evidence of the role which calls in effect for no governing voice at all. No increase in Senate representation, no place for students on the Board of Governors (an increase by two of the number of Convocation members elected to Senate is called for). The commission states clearly that all its recommendations are made within the legal framework of the existing Act. Because students are not mentioned in it, "it is clear that the Act itself does not envisage any formal role for the students in academic governance."

Another assumption becomes a conclusion.
The second and equally concerning area to us is the Commission's rejection of social democracy as a governing philosophy for the university. The continuing reference to "the consultative process" which ran through the report are evidence that once again the Commission had much of its mind made up before it went ahead with its hearings. Democracy is dismissed in one sentence contained in the chapter, "An Analysis of University Governance,":

"This process (consultative) must not be confused with the so-called "democratic process" where issues are voted upon, perhaps after only minimal discussion, and where the majority view prevails," the report says. Did you write that sentence Allan? Governance.

What is this consultative process? Its essential feature say the Governance researchers is that every person potentially affected by a decision has the right to present his views and to try to convince his colleagues that his views should prevail. The objective, is to reach a consensus. We have determined that in all the remarks contained in the part of the Report we are discussing here, student participation is not mentioned by the Commission.

Some niggles if government by consensus, others call it by its old name, paternalism. We'll continue to opt for the "so-called democratic process"; at least guarantee the participants a voice in decision-making.

This Side

Dear Sir-

Lord Hopehottle writes: As your readers will doubtless be aware from previous issues, the nation has now to lament the untimely death on Tuesday of Captain the Hon. Herbert Blythewaite Chopeley-Harris, 4th Royal Middlesex (ret'd), M.C., one mouth to the day from his commitment to the Tribrdge Wells House for the Mentally Disturbed, Coventry, after being found in peculiar circumstances in a potato field. (It was revealed upon investigation that Capt. Chopeley-Harris was the author of the mysterious letters to the London Times signed 'Socrates'). This succession of dolorous occurrences, moreover, has been rendered all the more distressing to Capt. Chopeley-Harris' numerous friends and admirers by his association of late with the Students for a Hedonistic University, the sub-Fascist coterie from western Canada. It was heard, then, that some disinterested account by given of Capt. Chopeley-Harris' public career and private life, as a counter to the discrreditable linking, by these unscrupulous individuals, of his honourable name to their own sinister movement.

Capt. Chopeley-Harris, the third son of the 2nd Viscount Sleaford seat. It is said that prior to delivery the child's head led to be punctured and partially drained, owing to the almost abnormally cranial capacity. With such potential it is rather surprising that his career at Rugby and Cambridge was not more distinguished, although the Viscoun's lavish endowments to the former institution would suggest that his progress there, at least, was a source of constant gratification to his avowed parents. His sojourn at Cambridge was terminated abruptly when he founded a weaver-colony on the banks of the Cam— an experiment of great natural interest defeated only by the representations of the local populace, whose concern with their cellars and lamas was, one feels, very middle-class.

After a star-crossed acquaintance with the Lady Hester de Vere (who addressed her sole reason for breaking the dissection of flies), the young man joined the Middlesex regiment in 1910 and served both in India and throughout the first German War. He received the Military Cross on the Western Front in 1916, for having led his company in a gallant, slashing two-mile advance westward, blowing up countless ammunition dumps, bombing dug-outs and wrecking supply lorries all cunningly disguised as British. His C.O. was later heard to say particularly his "cross is nothing to mine!"
The conclusion of the war found Chopeley-Harris a full captain, but it is here that his international reputation begins to grow. His marvellous diplomatic tact and consideration were ever noticed that each contestant in a dispute might know, in his own words, "what's on the other side of the hill." He intervened alas! to avail in the Rhine, in the General Strike of 1926, in the occupation of Manchester, and so on. It speaks volumes for the unreasoning futility of international affairs that this peaceable, inoffensive gentleman so often produced no impression, and was even publicly insulted. During the Second World War, he addressed a circular calling for peace to the various world leaders; this high-minded project, however, failed in its objective, owing in part to Capt. Chopeley-Harris' modesty but mistaken belief that the sponsor of such a movement should remain unknown, a conviction which caused him to insist (somewhat eccentrically, in the opinion of his friends and admirers) on signing himself "Jesus Christ." Similarly in 1947, on the achievement of Indian independence, he sent the Complete Works of Rudyard Kipling and Sir Henry Newbolt to Mahatma Gandhi; Mr. Gandhi's untranslatable, as well as unprintable reply rang around the world, leading Capt. Chopeley-Harris to formulate the now-famous saying "If pakas-sabhas did not exist they would have to be invented!" The last twenty years have seen a decline in Capt. Chopeley-Harris' personal activities, but this has not deterred the unconscionable members of the S.H.U. from using him for their own purposes. It is, indeed, to be regretted that this able, nay, this great servitor of Empire should have been led, in his golden years, to counteract the machinations of such as Mr. Arbour who is not, in his own words, "one of these bum-sucking quack lovers!" In these circumstances Capt. Chopeley-Harris' demise, though a deprivation to those truly valued his noble mind, can also be regarded with relief. The touching picture of the old man in his final hospital room (for he had worn, as a nightcap, a stick...)

That Side

cont'd on 5
redemocratic
Dear Sir:

At present the provincial government regulations pertaining to teachers' strike for a school district are undemocratic.

When a teacher signs his contract to work in a school district, he knows that after the first month he may any time be placed on probation. During his probationary period which lasts until the end of the school year, June 30th, he may be  dismissed at any time after 30 days' notice. Teachers may be placed on probation by the school board only after consultation with the District Superintendent of Schools. Upon dismissal a teacher may have a right under the law, to consult his superintendent and principal to discuss reasons for his harsh actions.

At no time does a teacher during the first year of his appointment with his school board have the right to obtain an impartial appeal held by an independent authority to justify these administrative decisions. To simply say to a fired employee that he can discuss his employer reasons for such cruel but legal dismissal is only punishing and humiliating but is an insult to one's intelligence.

Thus, I am writing to you in the hope that you will consider the problem.

Sincerely,

W.R. Murphy

Dear Sir:

I, Arthur Underhill, would like to have a student representation on the student council. I believe in the effective liaison between faculty, administration and students and feel that we have a great deal of potential here.

As Academic Affairs Chairman, I, Arthur Underhill, although the Senate has said they would, because we are a completely new faculty, I feel that there is a student need for an effective liaison between faculty, administration and students and faculty, as currently practiced could result in more academic and socially.

I don't wish to make innocuous promises as the President is more of a mouthpiece and sounding board for the student and incentive point for the student's council. I wish to be an active liaison between faculty, administration and students and feel that we have a great deal of potential here.

I think I will wind this up with a little fluff as this is an interesting article.

Yours truly,

John Long

--A friendly, informal approach to interests. The new NDP Provincial Candidate for/s Westmoreland, Mr. Dave Oscienny, has been promoting a new NDP provincial candidate in the 

Helen Ray

The Report

of the

Commission on Academic Affairs

chairman, Paul McKivett at the Convocation in the February 1897. I feel that I have arrived at the point where I am forced to consider the future of the Martlet newspaper.
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**OPINION**

by D. Todd

**THE WRONG KIND OF REACTION**

At the beginning of the year I promised myself I wouldn't do any editorializing about the student council but they do exist, they do purport to be an important group of people—if only because they spend close to $150,000 of your money every year—and they aren't always the group of mental quadrupeds they're made out to be. There is going to be an AMS election come Jan. 31 and it would be a nice idea for a charge if students would vote. In fact, anybody who doesn't vote is foolish. Why pay $32 to perfect strangers?

We don't usually jump up and down in delight when we see the list of candidates for AMS office but this time around, after we stopped laughing, it seemed apparent that students are determined to ruin their own organization. The candidates are in many cases frightening and so are their reasons for running. Although one of the five attempting to replace Russell Freethy as President are appealing, two in particular stand out as distinctly undesirable. The first and most innocuous is Sid Gildenmuster, running on a slate put together by Residence students.

Gildenmuster spoke some time last Tuesday night with Mr. Freethy after he had asked the incumbent what the RA was. Anything else that could be said about Gildenmuster's attempted political career would be unkind so no more will be mentioned of that particular dark horse.

The other presidential hopeful, Simon J. Gibson, would be a disaster of a different order. Gibson is being supported by Young Freedomists and conservatives who aren't any mistaking where his sympathies lie. The dangerous thing about Gibson is that he is so well-organized. He claims he is, or soon will be, running the "most dynamic campus campaign this campus has ever seen."

Well folks, don't mistake dynamism for progress. We've come full circle in the last few years. From the days of AMS candidates which prevailed before Norm Wright came on the scene through all the stages of latter-day devolution since then. Gibson is a doctrinaire rightist and it's unfortunate to have to prove anything like this to students who have seen more of it than most of them. But he does not believe in student power, he isn't going to fight for even those causes much less radical ones and his attitudes are definitely alienated. The only presidential candidate worth voting for is Linda Fisvelle. We don't give her anything like our wholehearted support but at least she's receptive to new ideas and doesn't go around muttering about pinkos and red revolution.

**UBC Arts Students Wait on Parity Plan**

Rather than force a confrontation, arts students at the University of British Columbia have decided to cooperate with all faculty committees studying the implementation of student participation in arts faculty. Although they had demanded equal student representation on the committee, students decided merely to press for open meetings so they could make representations to it. "It is essential for political, not theoretical reasons, that I support this resolution," said veteran Graduate studies senator Stan Perisky in urging students at an open meeting Jan. 31 to accept the faculty proposal.

Perisky said the students could alleviate some of the causes for the resolution because the general student population would know why it was done. If they did reject it, they would have to muster up enough support to return to a faculty meeting and press for their original demands. Perisky said.

The decision climaxd a six-week struggle which began Nov. 23 when about 150 arts students invaded a faculty meeting to press for representation on all faculty committees. The professors canceled the meeting, claiming the student presence made it impossible to continue. On Nov. 30 about 300 students formed demands for parity on all levels of the faculty, and elected six students to sit on the parity implementation committee they proposed. The faculty then agreed to discuss the issue at a special meeting Dec. 12.

At the Dec. 15 meeting, the faculty watered down the student position and voted for student participation at meetings "concerned with academic policy." They also voted for a committee "to examine, in consultation with the students' committee", appropriate arrangements for student representation.

It was this committee which the students reluctantly accepted Jan. 31. The students also sent a statement to BC education minister Eileen Dailly, urging her to interpret the Universities Act to students, instead of others, in determining who makes legislation in the spring session to give students the right.

**SUB Growth Gears for Next Step**

Now that the RA has approved the SUB Management Board's report on expanding the Student Union Building, it is up to President Farquhar to name the chairman of the project planning committee which will oversee its completion.

The University involvement comes because the SUB is a university, not an AMS-owned building.

Dr. Farquhar is on vacation for the next few weeks and, says Dean of Administration Trevor Matthews, and a chairman has not been named yet in his absence.

"I have the recommendation from Mr. McDougall (AMS Campus Development Coordinator) and I will be taking it to the Campus Planning Committee", said Matthews on Tuesday.

Matthews said that he had seen plans for SUB expansion surface in this month's over the past few years.

He remarked that he was the determined present scheme would not be mishandled by the student council.

"I want to make sure from my contact with that I'm taking it through all the appropriate steps", he said.

Matthews said further that he wanted to ensure that "if the thing doesn't get off the ground it will be because the students don't want it and not for any other reason."

A chairman for the SUB Expansion project planning committee may be named in two weeks time, Matthews said.

**Grad Class Valedictorian**

persons wishing to be considered as candidates for Valedictorian of the 1973 Graduating class should submit their names and resumés to:

Grad Class Executive
c/o SUB General Office

Applications must be received by Friday, Jan. 26 1973 5 pm

Elections, if necessary, will be held on Wednesday, 31 Jan. 1973

**PHOENIX FESTIVAL**

Five Weeks of Presentations by UVic Theatre

Feb. 2, 3, 4
John Brown's Body
The Window
Feb. 9, 10, 11
The Blind
Mime Presentations
Feb. 14, 15, 16
Alone with Guests
Marriage Proposal
Feb. 23, 24, 25
Medea On the Roof
Things in Black
March 2, 3, 4
A Weekend of Poetry and Music
All shows 8 p.m. at Phoenix Theatre
Tickets $1.00 per night, $4.00 season
Box Office 477-4821

**MOTHER YOURSELF**

CONCOC-C 12 HOURS HELP

The best medicine for a bad cold is Contac-C.
Each capsule gives 12 hours of relief.

**SUBLET**

Large Selection of Posters
COMICS - PAPERBACKS - RECORDS

Junction Books
PHIL ROBBIE
587 JOHNSON STREET
363-0633

**BOUTIQUE**

The Golden Cage
Last days of January Clearance Sale from $5.00 up
**Vikings Split Pair**

Continuing to have their ups and downs, Coach Taylor's Viking Basketball split a pair of conference games last Friday and Saturday with University of Calgary Dinosaur in the Alberta city.

Friday night the Vikings played incosistent basketball but managed to beat the hapless Dinosaurs 53-39. Leading the way undoubtedly played the best game of his career. Downed the game progressed and the Vikings seemed certain of victory. Unfortunately, the Vikings were unable to use a strong cross-wind to their advantage. Though they lacked a clear superiority in the forwards, they were unable to use a strong cross-wind to their advantage.

Going downhill in the second half, the Vikings seemed certain of victory. Unfortunately, the Vikings were unable to use a strong cross-wind to their advantage. Though they lacked a clear superiority in the forwards, they were unable to use a strong cross-wind to their advantage.

Vikings forwards much of the Viking possession was spoilt by an aggressive Cowichan scrum-half Mark Steele. The Vikings' attack was frustrated by the Cowichan backrow, and the Viking Bob Price completed the scoring for Cowichan on a neat toss in 14 and ten points scoring for Cowichan.

**Basketball**

Basketball split a pair of points to nil.

Friday night Coach Mullin led the team in rebounds with seven each and two undeniably played the best basketball for the team last weekend. Mullin seems to be the regular 'showing' aggressiveness in his defensive play and his efforts seem to be wasted because of lack of support from his team-mates.

Curtain members of the squad seem to be lacking the desire exhibited by their Coach and co-captains Mullin and Corky Jossul and this may be the reason for their poor record.

Saturday night the Vikings played poorly and went down to a 66-56 defeat. Corky Jossul and Bishop led the scorers tossin 14 and ten points scoring for Cowichan.

Forwards much of the Viking possession was spoilt by an aggressive Cowichan scrum-half Mark Steele. The Vikings' attack was frustrated by the Cowichan backrow, and the Viking Bob Price completed the scoring for Cowichan on a neat toss in 14 and ten points scoring for Cowichan.

**Rugby**

Vikings On Bottom

The rugby Vikings are still relegated to the bottom of the First division ladder after an encounter at Gordon Head on Saturday.

A disappointed and frustrated Viking side was unable to overcome its own inadequacies and the cross wind, not to mention its opponents from the Cowichan Rugby Club who triumphed points to nil.

Going up hill in the first half, Vikings outplayed their opponents but were unable to finish.

Vikings had the territorial advantage, and came close on several occasions to scoring. Lacking a clear superiority in the forwards, the Viking possession was spoilt by an aggressive Cowichan scrum. The ball was downed in the scrum. Going downhill in the second half, Vikings seemed certain of victory. Unfortunately, the Vikings were unable to use a strong cross-wind to their advantage. Though they lacked a clear superiority in the forwards, they were unable to use a strong cross-wind to their advantage.

**Jayvees Downed In USA**

The Jayvees basketball team traveled to Bellingham on Saturday to play Western Washington State Jayvees. Falling behind early, UVic never quite recovered from a 26-10 deficit. The hump and run tactics of the Vikings were too much for the Jayvees to handle as the game progressed and the Jayvees played the short end of a 44-42 score.

Jim Kupiak and Kirby Holkestad and UVic scorers with 14 points each.

**Jayvees Beat Dinnies Twice**

**SPORTS**

**Knarrack's Korner Predictions**

With our percentage of accuracy rising constantly, this week's collegiate sport should be relatively simple to forecast as we are continually aided by the steadfastness of the varcity's teams.

Our record to date: 19 right, 8 wrong for a percentage of 70.

RUGBY: Viking ineptitude will continue this week as they meet league leaders, 60 point Oak Bay Wanderers, who are led by UVic faculty members Dave Dochart, Bruce Rowe and Ehneser Elcock. Look for a 15 point Oak Bay lead at 2:30 Saturday at UVic.

The Norsemen are in similar trouble as they face Castaways, who are fresh off a win over the powerful UBC Thunderbirds.

The Norsemen should fall by at least 20 points in their game at UVic's Wallace Field Saturday at 2:30. Preceding the Viking game, the Saxons will meet Simon Fraser University. Though inexperienced, SFU should prevail in a close match.

HOCKEY: Little needs to be said about the Vikings prospects this week as they face the U. of Caggary Dinosaurs. About the only things the Vikings can win this season is the occasional punch-up. Intercollegiate losses this season are sure to continue Saturday and Sunday at 8:30 and 4:30, respectively.

BASKETBALL: Vikings are in Lethbridge this weekend for a potential bloodbath with the Pronghorns. Phil Tollestrup, the great Lethbridge centre, should engineer his team to two easy wins.

Vikings should find their Lethbridge hosts no match for our defending Canadian Women's champions as they should bounce their way to two impressive wins.

VOLLEYBALL: Vikings are in Lethbridge this weekend for the Canada West Men's Tournament. Vikings are co-favourites with Calgary, but considering the present trend in UVic athletics, we take Calgary.

The Vikings host the women's team this weekend at UVic gym. This weekend and will find UVic too strong but finish second.

SOCCER: The Vikings continue their chase for the Island title, facing league-leading Cosmos in a game so close it should end in a draw.

---

**Martlet Sports Quiz**

1. How many career passes has Scott Munro made as a UVic Hockey Viking?
   - (a) less than 10
   - (b) more than 10
   - (c) 10 or more
   - (d) none of these

2. Where did water-skiing originate?
   - (a) N.A.A.C.P.
   - (b) W.H.O.
   - (c) Lake Pepin, Minnesota
   - (d) Sea of Tranquility

3. Who is the highest paid matador in the history of Bull-fighting?
   - (a) Bobby Hull (Canada)
   - (b) W.H.O.
   - (c) R. M. P. (Canada)
   - (d) Richard Torriani (Switzerland)

4. What was the oldest boxer ever to be a World Champion?
   - (a) L. A. Namath
   - (b) Archie Moore
   - (c) Joe Frazier
   - (d) Rich Hudson

---

**More Sports pg 10**

---

**Jayvees Split Pair**

The Jayvees basketball team traveled to Bellingham on Saturday to play Western Washington State Jayvees. Falling behind early, UVic never quite recovered from a 26-10 deficit. The hump and run tactics of the Vikings were too much for the Jayvees to handle as the game progressed and the Jayvees played the short end of a 44-42 score.

Jim Kupiak and Kirby Holkestad and UVic scorers with 14 points each.

**Jayvees Beat Dinnies Twice**

Last weekend the Vikings boosted their CWNA record to 8 wins against 2 losses, defeating U. of Calgary Dinnies twice.

Mary Clarklyn played one of her strongest games Friday night to help UVic to a 69-40 win.

Lorna Mclellie and Diana Breukn were high scorers with 25 and 18 points respectively.

Saturday night, despite many turnovers, the Vikings were still able to win quite handily, 61-46.

Jane Piggott led the scoring with 12 points, with Edna Ritchie and Lorna Mclellie each chipping in 10. This weekend the Vikings travel to Lethbridge to complete their away schedule with two games with University of Lethbridge.
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Huffing, Puffing After Fading Hopes

The Tide of Opinion Is Rising

C.P. (Deputy) Things are definitely getting worse. That's to say least from the recently completed Provincial Assemblies Conference which has been going on in the thousand year report published yesterday. The conference was mostly said that "everybody's a bit as good as we used to be.

The other two members of the group said, "that was all.

I'm just thinking about everything

Adviser told her that included the quality of Communication. She added that was "just about the best you've ever seen me - on, and reduced to tears.

Black's contribution, Martin added. To those who said things were as bad as they had really just had the first chance at the conference, because "they know it's all the more reason why we're here to say others.

"But what to do," the chairman continued. "I can only tell them to turn and begin to think that they can change things..." he said with a smile.

When he asked the meeting to think about the question, "What's the best thing you could do?" the members were silent.

"I think the best thing we can do is to keep on thinking about the question," he said.

With that, the meeting adjourned.

Rats in my "office right"

I was working quite late and couldn't move. Suddenly I spied the CertO. cellar is a veritable CertO to my favourite cook and the cold storage room was a veritable CertO to my other favourite cook.

I spent the next 12 hours at my desk writing nothing in the light of a lamp in my office and looking at a clock that ticked, the clock that ticked, the clock that ticked.

When I finally turned off the light and looked down at my desk, I saw a piece of paper tucked in my waste paper basket. It was a note from the city desk. It said:

"We're the Poops"

"No Scoops 'cause we're the Poops"

"Good Times:"

"We're the Poops"

"Copy, and for open of the day in the city"

Rat Cans Are Dying

Mayor Decides

The rat cans which have been buzzing violently in some of the more tedious areas of the city for a few months now are no more. The rat cans in question are large, black, and have a distinctive smell.

According to the mayor, the cans were introduced as a solution to the rat problem.

"We've been trying different things," said the mayor, "and finally decided to try the rat cans. They seem to be working quite well."

The cans are filled with a chemical which is toxic to rats. The rats are attracted to the smell of the chemical, but are killed by it once they touch it.

"I'm quite pleased with the results," said the mayor. "The rat population in these areas has definitely decreased since we started using the cans."

The mayor also said that he plans to continue using the rat cans in other areas of the city.

"We're going to try them out in a few more places," said the mayor. "I think they're a good solution to the rat problem."

The rat cans are currently being used in several areas of the city, including the downtown core and some of the more industrial areas.

The mayor also said that he plans to continue using the rat cans in other areas of the city.

"I'm quite pleased with the results," said the mayor. "The rat population in these areas has definitely decreased since we started using the cans."

The mayor also said that he plans to continue using the rat cans in other areas of the city.

"We're going to try them out in a few more places," said the mayor. "I think they're a good solution to the rat problem."

The rat cans are currently being used in several areas of the city, including the downtown core and some of the more industrial areas.
Viking goaltender Dave Achurch on his way to a shutout.

Soccer

Vikings
Lace League
Leaders

One of the few winning teams at UVic, continued with a 3-0 victory over the league leading Cosmopolitan Royals.

Brian Barracough's long shot in the first half held on to be the winner. Peter Mason injured late in the first half, came back in the second half to record two insurance markers.

Gord Mazzini and Jim Marshall combined to maintain the Royal's in the first half, came back in the second half to record two insurance markers.

Injuries Plague
Volleyball Team

The UVic Men's Volleyball team competed in the Calgary International Volleyball Tournament last weekend. The injury-plagued crew managed to lose 43 straight conference games. Some of these have been close, only because of the efforts of goallender Murray Findlay, but most were embarrassing fiascos.

The results of last weekend's Varsity hockey trip to Alberta were all too familiar: disastrous. In the 3rd of meetings with Alberta and Calgary, the UVic Vikings were outscored 20-4. The fact that they were brayed 7-0 by Alberta and then humiliated 10-3 by 12-1 by Calgary is not the only sad result of this trip - the attitude shown by some of the players was a big contributer.

It appears the Vikings interpret the outcome of their hockey games from two angles: goals scored and results of their brawls.

It is one thing that the lackadaisical attitude of some of the players should drag the team to its current level of ineptitude, another that this team should engage in the bloody free-for-all, involving spectators, that marred last weekend's games in Calgary. This does nothing to enhance the image of UVic in the eyes of other universities. Rather than planning the obliteration of opposing players, the Vikings should be striving to justify the enormous amount of student money spent on their sport. The Vikings are obviously not of sufficient caliber to be a contender in the Canada West Conference.

B.C. is not known as a hockey contender in the Canada West Conference. The favorites in the contest are the University of Calgary and our own Vikings.

Naturally this type of record is going to produce a certain amount of negative feeling from the players. But the origin of the problem is still in the question - can we justify the expense of UVic's participation in intercollegiate hockey?

Hockey Trip Disastrous

The UVic Lakers' participation in the obliteration of opposing players, the Vikings should be striving to justify the enormous amount of student money spent on their sport. The Vikings are obviously not of sufficient caliber to be a contender in the Canada West Conference.

B.C. is not known as a hockey contender in the Canada West Conference. The favorites in the contest are the University of Calgary and our own Vikings.

Soccer Standings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>GP</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>Pts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Royals</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oak Bay</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UVic Vikings</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanaimo</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lusitanos</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtenay</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Injuries Plague Volleyball Team

The UVic Men's Volleyball team competed in the Calgary International Volleyball Tournament last weekend. The injury-plagued crew managed to finish 6th out of 12 teams.

Wisnup Westman won this highly touted tournament by defeating Vancouver Volleyball Club.

Injuries forced Jamie Dwyer to miss the entire competition, while Nandy Schutz, Ken Lundeen, and Deb Oley were hampereed by hurts while playing. Next week the Vikings travel to Lethbridge to compete in the first leg of the Western Intercollegiates.

The outcome of the tournament will decide the team who will represent Western Canada in the Canadian Collegiate Finals. The first leg of the tournament is to be held this weekend, while the 2nd half is to be held 3 weeks from now on Feb. 16, 17.

The Universities of Victoria, Calgary, Edmonton and Lethbridge, and UVic will be represented in this tournament.

The favorites in the contest are the University of Calgary and our own Vikings.

If the Vikings can all get healthy, they should win the crown.
Governors, Secretary, is Dr. J-P Vinay. The Faculty of Arts and Science Dean, Professor J-P Vinay, who is in charge of the Jennings Report. The report notes that it is desirable for the University to set the example of department with the Faculty, where only students can single-handedly influence management. The Jennings Report states that chairmen of departments should be appointed for five year terms with renewal options, and that Assistant and Associate Chairs of the Jennings Report said that“The President consults in appropriate ways with Senate during preparation of budget estimates and before the final budget allocations are established after the grant has been received.”

The Jennings Report states that there is considerable space for problems to arise on the academic governance of the University. Because the Jennings Report says, “The President consults in appropriate ways with Senate during preparation of budget estimates and before the final budget allocations are established after the grant has been received.”

The Jennings Report states that there is considerable space for problems to arise on the academic governance of the University. Because the Jennings Report says, “The President consults in appropriate ways with Senate during preparation of budget estimates and before the final budget allocations are established after the grant has been received.”
"Sounder" - Power Without Melodrama

a review by Greg Middleton

"Sounder" is a film that is as lyrical and as touching as the sound of down home country blues, picked out on a dobro. A dobro is like a guitar with a banjo base. It is capable of producing the clear, crisp sounds of the banjo or the sliding easy, sounds of a steel guitar. "Sounder" is a movie that creates a vivid picture of the life of a young, black family living in the rural south during the depression. It is also a film that gives a vivid, intimate portrayal of people for whom the family relationships are the only meaningful reality.

Paul Winfield, as Nathan Lee Morgan, gives a sensitive performance of the role. Nathan is a man who lives in a world where the system is stacked against him. He cannot break free of his financial obligations to suit some work-oriented whites. However, Nathan is a man who must finally steal to get food he does not try to hide the remains. He is of course caught and gets a year at hard labour for the theft of a ham.

Cicely Tyson is Rebecca, the woman who loves Nathan and who works for his family. She gives an amazing sense of depth to this character. Rebecca is both a strength and a passionate dependence. Cicely Tyson controls both these aspects of her character. There is a tremendous sense of power in this woman who gives an intimate portrayal of people for whom the family relationships are the only meaningful reality.

New Line Cinema is also putting on a show at 8:30 and 11:30 on the same day. It is a film that gives a vivid picture of the life of a young, black family living in the rural south during the depression. It is also a film that gives a vivid, intimate portrayal of people for whom the family relationships are the only meaningful reality.

Kubrick's "Dr. Strangelove" is also being shown at the same time. It is a film that gives a vivid picture of the life of a young, black family living in the rural south during the depression. It is also a film that gives a vivid, intimate portrayal of people for whom the family relationships are the only meaningful reality.

The film really belongs to David Lee. He sets out to try and find his father who has been sent to a labour camp. When he finally finds the camp he cannot locate Nathan but he sees a little of the horror of the southern prison. This is a crucial stage in his initiation into manhood. It is an important point because as a result of the slight wound he receives from one of the guards, he goes into a negro schoolhouse for first aid. Here he meets a young negro teacher. She symbolizes the promise of education. It is also this woman who puts David in a position of importance. We must all face at one point in our lives.

They Should Have Stayed Home

"Deliverance" is the story of four businessmen who decide that they will take a canoe trip down a river that is about to be damned up. It would have been better if they had stayed home.

The movie was taken from a novel by James Dickey, who also wrote the screenplay for the film. It was probably the kind of novel that first year English profs love to give their students. It must have been with "symbolism and metaphor", as quite a bit is still hanging around in the movie. On the trip they encounter two mountain men. One of the men sexually assaults the weakest member of the party, and leaves the other fellow lost. It is a film that gives a vivid picture of the life of a young, black family living in the rural south during the depression. It is also a film that gives a vivid, intimate portrayal of people for whom the family relationships are the only meaningful reality.

Another possible explanation as to why the film became tedious is that one of the early scenes was so good that nothing else could match it. As the four men arrive at the head of the river they meet a mountain family. One member of the family is apparently retarded and unable to speak but he is holding a banjo. One of the businessmen has a guitar and he plays a short run. The boy answers it and they start to play back and forth until the mountain boy is doing an incredibly fast three figure bluegrass piece that leaves the other fellow lost. It is a film that gives a vivid picture of the life of a young, black family living in the rural south during the depression. It is also a film that gives a vivid, intimate portrayal of people for whom the family relationships are the only meaningful reality.
They Played What They Wanted To Play

by m. hune

In 1950, the oldest member of Flash Cadillac wasn't even 3 years old. And by the time any of them were seriously interested in music, the 50's were over. Curiously enough, the six young men who comprise the band are making their fame and fortune in the music business today by playing rock and roll tunes two decades old.

Still stranger, they're playing largely to audiences which on the average are in an even younger age bracket.

Last Saturday night at the UVic gym, a surprisingly appropriate setting, the greedy group did what they do, and even after an encore of people rushed to the floor, however, and flashed drunk and yelled a lot.

Unfortunately there was also a noise that accompanied the flashiness. A lot of kids in the audience were apparently buying the whole thing as something far more real than comic entertainment. For instead of just having a good time some people started to act like they probably thought kids in the 50's would have acted. They got drunk and yelled a lot.

Boon's Farm were tremendously different groups, but together they made a concert which the evening seemed worthwhile - despite the exorbitant price of admission and the ass- killing floor.

So, while Boon's Farm was putting together some beautiful three part voice harmonies, most people weren't hearing it, losing it to the garble of people talking about really important things - like how neat it was to be at a real live concert, or the temperature of beer.

It wasn't until the middle of their third number that the group started to make themselves felt above the audience noise, as they switched dramatically from soft, folk-like music, to driving, hard rock. The transition was brilliantly done, and from there the band went into a shit-kicking set which gained them the attention they were due.

Farm's main strength was their vocal harmony, which paradoxically seemed both soft and penetrating at the same time.

Perhaps the most pleasing thing about the group was that they didn't pause between each number, either to re-time or 'lay heavy trips' on the audience. Playing nonstop for an hour (because they came on 25 minutes late in the first place, but apparently because it was their style) the only break came during a 15 minute drum solo. The solo itself was not a lot down, however, for though the drummer slowed on three occasions, he handled his breakdowns and worked them expertly into the piece.

Flash Cadillac and Boon's Farm were tremendously different groups, but together they made a concert which the evening seemed worthwhile - despite the exorbitant price of admission and the ass-killing floor.

The Good
The Bad
The Ugly

by d. styles

Saturday night UVic held their third big "rock" concert of the year with those reincarnated rebels from the fifties, Flash Cadillac and the Continental Kids and a pretty good representation of the seventies, Boon's Farm.

Unfortunately there was also a performance competing with them: the so-called audience.

The majority of people viewing the concert seemed to be under the impression that they had to hold conversation throughout the show or else spend a great deal of time looking for their friends in the 1000-strong crowd. So on occasion, particularly during Boon's Farm, one could hear the latest about an endless number of so and so's or join in the cries for an equally large assortment of missing persons.

Perhaps the undesirable participation stemmed from a misconception about Boon's Farm being just another back up group or that they were supposed to be playing the same type of music as Flash.

For those who could hear them I think it will be agreed they were just the opposite. It wasn't until the group played a number loud enough to split the garbage from the crowd that they were appreciated.

It's too bad that Boon's Farm had to be booked with Flash Cadillac. It's obvious that the type or condition of audience Flash attracts is not the same as for the other.

As it was, Boon's Farm was better received from the crowd. Right away they seemed to get "right into it". Unfortunately the ticket sales were advance sales. Rick Patterson, AM Activities Co-ordinator, estimated however that only 460 of more than a thousand seats were sold to non-university students.

When Flash Cadillac came on there was better reception from the crowd. It was better received from the crowd. Right away they seemed to get "right into it". However, everyone in the first row insisted on standing up, causing the second row to stand up, too, so that there were some who by this time had gotten completely inebriated and not only could not join in the cries for equality but also that they were too drunk to hear a concert which the evening seemed worthwhile - despite the exorbitant price of admission and the ass-killing floor.

"Dey wasa shuckin' an' jivin'..."
Congratulations seem to be in order for the Federal government for the fine piece of legislation that was passed last week. Many people felt that it was long overdue.

The references are, of course, the changes in the Unemployment Insurance Commission (UIC) act. Briefly, for those of you who don’t read the paper, and those of you who can’t, people who quit their jobs, or are fired, are no longer eligible for UIC benefits.

This is what the “public” was clamoring for in the recent election campaign: they were granting people huge benefits and doing no work in return for the money. In that campaign, case after case of abuse of the system was detailed. The effect of Canada’s puritan work ethic on the popular sentiment is now easily apparent.

One omission in the new regulations, is that no selling is left on earnings. In other words, someone could conceivably make a lot of money and still be eligible for UIC, as long as the money was, documented of a fisherman, who set more $30,000, in the short DOI season, and was still entitled to collect UIC benefits for the rest of the year.

The new regulations have not closed this loophole. The only ones who will be cut off are those who quit or are fired. Unfortunately, a possible drawback might be in a situation where an employee who does not “tow the line” with his employer, could be threatened with dismissal. The employee would be forced to play the game, because if the “boss” fired him, or be dead or dead, could no longer take the abuse heaped upon him, and, quite bluntly, to be forced to do the job.

The fact that previously there was a waiting period, which meant that those who quit or were fired had to wait for five weeks until they could apply for any benefits, was overlooked.

“Everyone” knows that people are presently quitting their jobs are droves because they can make more money on the side, provide for receiving two-thirds of your former pay in UIC benefits. If you earned $20 a week, approximately the provincial minimum, you were eligible for a $15 a week benefit. This was sufficient to support yourself or your family independently, the reasoning goes. Those who are not in favour of the new regulations are nothing more than “bleeding heart liberals”, some would say. What is more the middle class feels that the status quo is being maintained. Something had to be done to keep the working class in their place.

The fact that the fund would work if the unemployment rate was lower, and that it is failing, not because of people quitting their jobs, but because there are so many jobs due to government policy, should not enter into the discussion. The fact that the government would have to ask the House of Commons for more money for the fund, and that the resulting fu...
Gravy Train

More students than ever before will be cashing in on the Liberal Government's 'Youth Employment' Program this summer.

Secretary of State Hugh McIvor has announced that the government will spend $85.4 million on these programs this summer.

The Summer '73 Plan, as the government has named it, is expected to provide activities for 67,200 young people in community service. Another 10,000 will be employed in summer programmes.

The main objective of Summer '73 is to create for students temporary summer employment and activities that will be socially useful and personally satisfying," Fasken explains.

The government has not come right out and said that this is how they expect to buy the youth vote. But it is clear that they have hinted that it will be unethical for students to bite the hand that feeds them.

And as the sun sets slowly in the West, we can only hope that this summer will rise triumphantly "a mazi upri ar madi" echoing Zappa's words "only in it for the money!"

Here is a rough outline of what is being offered:

OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOUTH

Maximum earnings of $90 a week for University students, and $79 for High Schoolers will go to 82,854 students. Expenditures this year will run to $39,970,000.

Applications due March 1.

SUMMER LANGUAGE TRAINING

Second language training for 5,500 post-secondary students. Classes last six weeks and room and board are paid by Ottawa. Students pay their own way to and from the centres.

HOTELS

Salaries will be the same as under the GYF programme for the 1,000 employees needed to staff the 125 hostels which will open. Application deadline: March 15.

GROUP TRAVEL

A sum of $500,000 has been allocated for 5,900 students to visit various parts of Canada.

In addition to an unusually large summer employment program, which of which probably came as a result of the incitement of the article of January 11, we received 15 replies to our questionnaire.

Not really very good and certainly nowhere near enough response to be able to establish trends. Still, thank you to everybody who did bother.

Although many remarks were not complimentary they were taken by us in good faith because they resulted from the "Martlet Midterm"

One person suggested, "exposing to graphics and original artwork" there seemed to be general satisfaction with the present use of graphics and original artwork.

Sports coverage was severely criticized, either because it existed at all or because there wasn't enough of it. Of those who believe sports has a place in the paper, the criticism came because of the lack of sports photos, and the unfairness of an unimaginative approach.

One person suggested, "editorials by student athletic chairman, more pics, future plans for Special Olympics" who is in the Athletic Dept., who to go to for information on intramural athletics etc.

Another, "what is sports reporting without good action photos?" another person, obviously a witty soul, said sports is "basically the best part of the paper" but we'll ignore what he says because his handwriting is so bad that we can't tell if he's in a suspicious and deceitful way.

Would like to see more newsy and humorous and satirical articles in the paper? So, the Martlet staff has a sick sense of humour was one reply. The majority opinion was that more深度 reporting is needed. Next week we'll print a copy of the "Martlet's" list of what is "in" and what isn't...

A lot of people said that we should print more photographs. A lot of people said that the Martlet Magazine got a mixed reception but here the above reasons.

Those who didn't cited the feature on Arctic pipelines, the interview with James Bovell, the interview with Stanly Burke, Burke's History of the Disrafian War, the history of the Sandringham Hospital strike, the interviews with the NDP cabinet ministers, the feature on Arctic pipelines, the history of the UVic Visual Arts Dept., or the one on the Politics of Television. Oh well, c'est la vie. Nobody could say which ones they didn't like.

The majority of those replying, and this was reassuring, felt the Martlet to be well-balanced in its coverage. Those who didn't cited one or more of the above reasons.

A lot of people said that we should print more photographs. There seemed to be general satisfaction with the present use of graphics and original artwork. The Martlet Magazine got a mixed reception but there was reassurance, felt the Martlet to be well-balanced in its coverage. Those who didn't cited one or more of the above reasons.

As an Officer in the Canadian Forces you'll likely put your special skills to good use. And, you'll be expected to combine your university education with an essential ability to relate to people. You'll develop your leadership. You'll be exposed to new intelligence, and day-to-day experience that needs your intuitions. In training, managing, and decision-making. We start you off with $7,200 a year, you get a month's paid vacation each year, and you enjoy fringe benefits that are second to none. So, we offer a lot, and we expect a lot.

If you're willing to go through the tough, basic officer training, and you've been able to adapt to and understand different people and places, then we want to talk with you. Call your nearest recruiter (in any major city), or send us the coupon below.
School Board Strike
Setting The Record Straight

The withdrawal of services by 268 janitors, matrons, tradesmen and custodians against the Greater Victoria Board of School Trustees has provoked a lot of debate during the past week. Unfortunately, it has also created a good deal of wrong or misleading information. Here are some facts you should consider in this dispute.

- **FACT** - Strike is directed solely against management.

  This strike is not directed against the pupils, teachers or parents. Our dispute is only with management. The union has not attempted to prevent anyone from continuing their education. The only reason pickets are even in front of the schools is to ask people not to do work normally performed by us while the strike lasts. Some people have said the pupils are pawns in this dispute. That's totally untrue so far as the union is concerned.

- **FACT** - Increased work load, smaller staff.

  Not since our union was formed in 1946 were school janitors ever required to wash outside windows above the ground floor, cut grass, maintain shrubbery and flower beds. That all changed last May. Now janitors have been given all of these tasks in addition to their regular work load. Also, when we signed our agreement with the board in 1970, we represented 295 employees. Today, we represent 286 - a 10 per cent reduction in the work force.

- **FACT** - Pay rates discriminate against women.

  The fifteen women who are members of our union all receive lower rates of pay than the lowest paid male rate. Two women receive $2.85 an hour while the remaining 13 receive $3.11 hourly and their wages have been frozen at that level for the past two years. Starting rate for male employees is $3.42 hourly. We believe there should be no discrimination in pay based on sex. Work should be on the basis of what a job is worth to perform rather than an attempt to prove that one job is exactly equal to another.

  The best way to end this wage discrimination is to develop a system of job evaluation which measures a job, not by the sex of the person doing it, but by the worth of the job itself.

- **FACT** - 28,400 square feet daily is impossible.

  It is impossible for any one janitor to daily maintain 28,400 square feet, roughly equal to a 32-classroom school. The union recognizes this and so does the school board. Before negotiations ended the board proposed this clause be deleted in its entirety. That's not what they said in paid ads Jan. 16 and 17; they were completely misleading.

- **FACT** - Staff changes a farce.

  A collective agreement should be a document which enables both management and the employees to settle the day-to-day problems as they arise.

  Because of certain wording in the now expired agreement between us and the Board this has been impossible. The union was forced to pay out about $1,000 last year alone in legal fees to obtain through the courts what we couldn’t obtain through the collective agreement.

  The Board can talk about wage demands as being the only real issue but we will not be back to work until this wording is altered or removed.

- **FACT** - Labour rates lower for public employees.

  In 14 separate collective agreements in Victoria, aside from the construction industry and provincial government, only three of the 14 have a base labour rate of less than $4.00 hourly. The lowest of these is $3.92. These agreements include Wood Industries, Yarrows, HMCS Dockyard, Stewart & Hudson, Canadian Linen, B.C. Telephone, Supermarkets and B.C. Hydra. Yet the base labour rate for school board employees is only $3.60 hourly. That's 22 cents an hour behind the next lowest and $1.25 an hour behind a supermarket clerk.

  There is even greater disparity when you compare our tradesmen’s rate.

  Don't you think a community has an obligation to ensure its public employees at least receive the community average of wages paid in the private sector?

Sponsored by the Greater Victoria School Board Employee’s Association, Local 382, C.U.P.E.